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it is possible to closely emulate the interlink dx or elite with an opentx transmitter in
realflight. this allows using your existing opentx transmitter if realflight software only is

purchased. since the ardupilot sitl models for use with realflight assume that an interlink dx
is being used, setting up your opentx transmitter to exactly emulate it prevents having to
change any transmitter settings for its use. 1) the dongle emulator will not work with your
transmitter. it is onlyfor use with your interlink controller. 2) you should use a transmitter
capable of supportingan interlink controller. 3) realflight 7.2.3 will be the last version to

support the dongleemulator, it will be released on sep 14th 2013 i believe that you will be
able to use the dongle emulator with any rfg3 version (including 5.3.0+). the dongle
emulator only emulates the interlink controller, you willstill need to use an interlink

controller with the dongle emulator. if you have an interlink controller, you can use it with a
dongle emulator. ibelieve that you will be able to use the dongle emulator with any rfg3

version (including 5.3.0+). the dongle emulator only emulates the interlink controller, you
willstill need to use an interlink controller with the dongle emulator. to use g3 with a dongle
emulator, you will need to use an interlink controller. ibelieve that you will be able to use the

dongle emulator with any rfg3 version (including 5.3.0+). the dongle emulator only
emulates the interlink controller, you willstill need to use an interlink controller with the

dongle emulator. 5ec8ef588b
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